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A well-known result of Berger (see Theorem 2.2 of [2]) assures that if 
A is a nilpotent C, \ C,-free group for all primes p and V is a completely 
reducible K&module acted faithfully by A, then V contains a regular 
A-orbit, i.e., there exists v E V with C,(v) = 1. This result was improved by 
Hargraves in [7], showing that it suffices to assume that A is C, 1 C,-free 
for p = 2 and p a Mersenne prime. Her proof has been recently simplified 
by Fleischmann in [4]. Berger’s result has been improved in a different 
direction by Turull in [lo], who extended it to the supersolvable case with 
extra assumptions. If A is nilpotent and both char(K) and IAl are odd, then 
the result holds without any restriction as Gow showed in [S]. 
All these results assume the complete reducibility of V. In fact, if A is 
nilpotent, they suppose that char(K) t IAl. The purpose of this note is to 
consider the modular case in an important particular situation. We prove 
that if A is a p-subgroup of a solvable group G and H/K is a p-chief factor 
of G acted faithfully by A, then H/K contains a regular A-orbit provided 
that A is C2 2 C,-free when p = 2. Combining this with the theorems of 
Hargraves and Gow we obtain several corollaries. One of them is the 
following: In a group of odd order every p-subgroup has a regular orbit on 
each chief factor on which it acts faithfully. Easily constructed examples 
show that the analogues of the Berger and Gow theorems are false when 
char(K) 1 JAI. Thus some restriction seems to be necessary. We do not know 
if our theorem is true when p-group is replaced by nilpotent. 
We give three applications of our theorem. The first is about fixed point 
free automorphism groups. A well-known situation is the following: 
Suppose AC is a solvable group, GaAG, ([AI, IGl)=l, V is a 
KAG-module, char(K) 1 IAl, and C,(A) =O. Then, if V is not a primitive 
KAG-module, we may obtain a nontrivial subgroup of A centralizing a 
section of G (see Proposition 4.1 of [IO]). Nothing seems to be known 
when (IA 1, ICI) # 1. We obtain a weak analogue of Turull’s result in our 
Proposition 2.1. The main obstruction to obtain a quite similar result in 
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the noncoprime situation is the absence of an analogue of Wielandt’s 
formula C,,(A) = C,(A) Y/Y when ([AI, 1 Yl)# 1. 
The second application is of Hall-Higman type. In their landmark 
paper [6], Hall and Higman studied the relationship between a Sylow 
p-subgroup and the p-upper series of a p-solvable group. In particular, they 
bounded the p-length of the group in terms of the exponent or the derived 
length of a Sylow p-subgroup. Here we bound the p-length of G in terms 
of b(P)=max{$(l)I$EIrr(P)}, h w ere P E S,(G). We prove (see Proposi- 
tion 2.2) that 1G: O,,,JG)l, d b(P) for p odd. 
Our third application is also related to the HalllHigman paper. A conse- 
quence of their Theorem B is that if G is p-solvable, p 3 5, P E S,(G), and 
A is a normal abelian subgroup of P, then A d P n O,,JG). In particular 
IAl < IPn O,,,(G)l. We prove that this latter inequality is true for all 
primes p and every abelian subgroup of P (not necessarily normal). Hence 
if Pn O,,JG) is abelian, then it is abelian of maximal order in P. 
Notation. A * B denotes the central product of A and B. 
o(x) is the order of the element x. 
GF(p”) is the finite field of p” elements. 
Gal(F:K) is the Galois group of the extension F:K. 
Irr(G) denotes the set of irreducible complex characters of G. 
ZG(A) denotes {g E G 1 ig = A}, where 2 E Irr(N), N 4 G. 
All groups are assumed to be finite. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We begin with a lemma which is probably well known. 
LEMMA. Let G=G, x ... x G, be a group where each Gi is an extra- 
special pi-group. Suppose that W is a faithful irreducible KZ(G)-module, 
K being a finite field, char(K) [ IGI. Put e = I G : Z(G)/ ‘I*. Then there exists 
a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible KG-module V lying over W. 
Furthermore dim, ( V) = e dim, ( W). 
Proof: Put dim,(W) ==f: The following facts are well known (see (3.7) 
of [9]): 
(a) If U is an irreducible KG-module lying over W then 
dim,(U)=eJ 
(b) dim.(Hom&U, U)) =J 
As char(K) j IGI we have that WC is a completely reducible KG-module. 
Let k be the number of constituents of WC isomorphic to U. Then 
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dim,(Hom,,( U, W”)) = kf using (b). Clearly dim,(Hom,(,,( W, W)) 
=f: By Nakayama’s Reciprocity Theorem (see Theorem 4.10 of 181) we 
have that dim,(Hom,Z~G~(U(Z~G~, W))=kf As UIZ(cJ is completely 
reducible we deduce that UJZ(Gj has exactly k constituents isomorphic to 
w. As UIqc, is a multiple of W we deduce from (a) that k = e. As 
dim,( WC) = fe’ and dim,(U) = fe we have that WC N eU. Now U is the 
unique irreducible KG-module lying over W again by Nakayama’s 
Reciprocity Theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a solvable group with Or,(G) = 1 and let A be a 
p-subgroup of G, p a prime. Suppose that V is a faithfui KG-module, 
char(K) = p. If p = 2, assume that A is Cz { &-free. Then V contains a 
regular A-orbit, i.e., there exist v E V with C,(v) = 1. 
Proof Clearly we may assume that K is finite. 
Let G be a counterexample minimizing IGI + dim,( V). 
(1) G = AH, where H is a normal nilpotent p’-subgroup of G. 
Proof By the hypothesis w have that F(G) is a p’-group. Now A acts 
faithfully on F(G) and O,(AF(G)) = 1. Taking H = F(G), then the mini- 
mality of (GI yields our claim. 
(2) V is G-irreducible. 
Proof We show that if 1 # aE A, then there exists an irreducible 
G-submodule V(a) of V such that [a, Z-Z] acts nontrivially on V(a). 
We have that V is a completely reducible H-module. Hence 
VI,= v, 0 ... 0 V,, where the Vls are the homogeneous components. 
Suppose that, for example, [a, H] acts nontrivially on V,. Now CxcA VP 
contains an irreducible G-submodule W and clearly Wn V, # 0. As V, is 
a homogeneous H-module, we have that [a, H] acts nontrivially on 
Wn V,. Thus we may take V(a) = W. 
Now Cat.., V(a) is a completely reducible G-submodule of V and we 
may suppose that V = C,, A V(a). Put K(a)=Ker(G on V(a)). Clearly 
O,(G/K(a)) = 1. If our claim is false, then the minimality of (G, V) yields 
that V(a) contains a regular A/A n K(a)-orbit. As V= @ V(a,) for some 
a,E A then, taking USE V(a,) generating a regular A/A n K(a,)-orbit, we 
have that (vi, . . . . vk) generates a regular A-orbit. 
(3) V is a quasiprimitive G-module. 
Proof Take a normal subgroup N of G and put VI N = V, @ . . . @ V,, 
where the Vi’s are homogeneous N-modules. Put Mi = NG( Vi). Now Vi is 
an irreducible M,-module and V= VF. Clearly O,(MJKer(M, on Vi)) = 1 
If t > 1 then we have that Vi contains a regular NA( Vi)/C,( V,)-orbit. Let 
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I/i,, ...3 Vik be representatives of the A-orbits of D = { Vi1 i= 1, . . . . tl. Put 
W,=C, V;. Now we show that Wj contains a regular A/C,( W,)-orbit. 
Thus V will contain a regular A-orbit. If A = NA( Vu), we know the result. 
Hence, we may assume that A # NA( Vii). Let A, be maximal in A contain- 
ing NA( V,). Then V, contains a regular NAO( V,)/C,,( I’,)-orbit. Reasoning 
inductively we have that U = C, E A0 V$ contains a regular AO/CA,( U)-orbit. 
Put d = u. If a, = 1, a, ) . ..) ap- i is a system of representatives of 
{xA,IxEA}, then A permutes the set ~&‘~=l@&‘x~~@dx . . . x 
up _ i 0 d. Let w be a representative of a regular A,/C,,( U)-orbit. If p is 
odd, then ( 10 w, a, 0 w, . . . . up ~ 2 0 w, up _ i 0 ( - w)) generates a regular 
A-orbit, a contradiction. If p = 2, then A,, has at least three orbits on U 
with representatives 0, w, and u, where 0 # UE C,(A,). Now, as A is 
C2 2 C,-free, Proposition 1.6(3) of [lo] may be applied to yield that Wj 
contains a regular A-orbit, a contradiction. 
(4) H= R, x .,. x R,, where each R, is cyclic or extraspecial. If, in 
addition, ri is odd, then the exponent of R, is ri. 
Proof. By (3) every normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic. Put 
71(H) = (t-1 ) . ..) r,}. Take critical subgroups Ri (in the sense of Thompson) 
of the Sylow ri-subgroups of H. Clearly we may assume that 
H=R,x ... x R,. If ri is odd, then we may replace Ri by Q,(Ri). Now Ri 
is of exponent ri and hence it is extraspecial. If ri = 2 and R, is noncyclic 
then, as RJZ(R,) is elementary abelian, we have that IR:I = 2. Now 
C,(RJRj) = C,(Q,(Ri/R:)) and we may suppose that the exponent of Ri 
is 4. Put RJR: = Z(R,)/R: x R$R:, where R, is A-invariant. Now A 
centralizes the cyclic 2-group Z(Ri) and we may suppose that Ri = R,, 
i.e., Ri is extraspecial. 
(5) A centralizes Z(H). Hence each Ri is extraspecial. 
Proof. Put C = C,(Z(H)). If A # C then V contains a regular C-orbit. 
Let u be a representative of such an orbit. Let 0 = V,, c V, c . . . c V, = V 
be an AZ(H)-composition chain of V. Put Wj = Vj/Vj- 1. Now Wj is 
Z(H)-homogeneous by (3). Using Green’s theorem we conclude that Wj is 
Z(H)-irreducible. Clearly C acts trivially on each W, and A/C acts faith- 
fully. Using Proposition 2.1 of [lo] with (A/C) Z(H) and Z(H) in the 
roles of A and C, then we conclude that A/C may be embedded in the 
Galois group of a finite extension of K. Thus A/C is cyclic. 
Suppose that u E Vi - Vi- 1. As C centralizes Z(H), we have that, for 
each h E Z(H), the element uh generates a regular C-orbit. As W, is 
Z(H)-irreducible we have that Wi = ( uh + Vi_ 1 1 h E Z(H) ). Put A/C = 
( j) and o(j) = p”. Take w E V such that w generates a regular C-orbit and 
w+ Vi-,#C,(yp”-‘). N ow we prove that w generates a regular A-orbit. 
Suppose that w“~’ =w for some c E C, 0 < i <p”. Then, as C centralizes Wi, 
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we have that wcy’+ Vi-l=wY’+ V,-i=w+ Vipl. Thus i=O. Now wc=w 
and hence c = 1. The first part of the assertion is proven. The second is 
shown by removing those R;s which are cyclic. 
(6) If H= H, x H, or H= H, * H,, then K is a splitting field for H, 
and H,. 
ProoJ: Let W be an irreducible Z(H)-submodule of V. By Proposi- 
tion 2.1 of [lo] we may identify W with a finite extension F of K and sup- 
pose that a generator of Z(H) acts on F by multiplication by an element 
of F. Now W becomes a l-dimensional FZ(H)-submodule l?? Clearly F is 
a splitting field for subgroups H, and H2 like those in the hypothesis. By 
the lemma, there exists a unique irreducible FH-module r0 lying over I? 
As A centralizes Z(H), we have that r,, may be extended to an FG-module 
7 by Green’s theorem. Now r0 is also a KH-module. It is faithful and 
dim,( r,,) = dim,( p,,), dim,(F) = e dim,(W), where e* = (H:Z(H)J. By 
the lemma, p,, is KH-isomorphic to VI,. Now P is also a KG-module and 
both V and P extend VI,. Hence P is KG-isomorphic to V. Thus we may 
suppose that V is an FG-module. 
(7) H is an extraspecial r-group and A acts irreducibly on H/Z(H). 
ProoJ Suppose that the claim is false. We show that H = H, x H2 or 
H = H, * H,, where H, and H, are A-invariant and the Sylow subgroups 
of each Hi are extraspecial groups. 
To prove this latter assumption, we may clearly suppose that H is an 
r-group for a prime r. Clearly we have H = [A, H] by the minimality of G. 
Let Ho/Z(H) be a proper irreducible A-submodule of H/Z(H). Our claim 
is that H, is extraspecial. If not, then H,, is abelian. As Ho is normal in G, 
we have that H,, is cyclic by (3). If r is odd, then this is impossible since 
the exponent of H is r. If r = 2, then clearly A centralizes H,, a contradic- 
tion since H = [A, H]. Thus Ho is extraspecial. Now H = Ho * C,(H,). 
The assertion is proven. 
Put H = H, x Hz or H = H, * HZ. As K is a splitting field for both H, 
and H,. we have that V 1: V, 0 Vz, where each Vi is an Hi-module. As 
each Hi is a product of several extraspecial groups, we have that Vi may 
be viewed as an AH,-module by Green’s theorem. Now Vi contains a 
regular A/C,( Vi)-orbit. Let vi (i = 1, 2) be representatives of such orbits. 
We prove that u1 0 v2 generates a regular A-orbit. Remember that if the ais 
and the bj’s are nonzero, then a, @ .. . @ a, = 6,@ . . . @ b, if and only if 
ai= Aibi and 1, .. .1, = 1. But, as char(K) = p and A is a p-group, there is 
not any element a E A with 09 = Auj, 1# 1. 
(8) If B is a normal abelian subgroup of A, then H/Z(H) is either 
B-homogeneous or the sum of two totally isotropic homogeneous 
components. Hence B is cyclic. 
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Proof Let U = H&Z(H) be an irreducible B-submodule of H/Z(H). Let 
(-, -) denote the symplectic form of the extraspecial group H. If T is an 
irreducible B-submodule of H/Z(H) such that (U, T) #O, then it is easy 
to see that T is isomorphic to the dual B-module of U. Let W be the sum 
of the B-submodules of H/Z(H) isomorphic to either U or the dual of ZJ. 
Then W is as in the statement and the preimage of W in H is an extra- 
special group. As the kernel of the action of B on U is the, same as the 
kernel of the action of B on the dual of U, we have that C,(W) = C,(U). 
Hence, if W= H/Z(H), we deduce that B is cyclic. 
Suppose that W# H/Z(H). We will derive a contradiction. Let A, be 
a maximal subgroup of A containing NA( W). Now there exists an 
A ,-submodule X of H/Z(H) such that H/Z(H) N XA as an A-module. Let 
H, be the preimage of X in H. Now as X = C,, A, W” we have that X” = X 
or X” is orthogonal to X for a E A, Hence H, is extraspecial and we may 
write H=HT’*...*Hy, where a,=l,..., a, are coset representatives for 
{aA, 1 a E A}. As K is a splitting field for any subgroup of G we have 
VIH = V, 0 ... 0 V, and we may view V, as an A, H-module M with 
kernel containing the Hys for j # i using Green’s theorem. Consider the 
AH-module Ml @M (see [3, p. 251). If u= (~,@a,)@ ... @(u,@u~)E 
MI RMJ and g E G then (A, H) ui g = (A, H) @0(ij for a certain permutation 
D depending on g. Now ui g = x(i, g) u,u) with x(i, g) E A, H. Then we have 
by the definition of tensor induced representation the following (see [ 1 ] or 
c3, P. 251): 
If rEZ(H,) then clearly vr=(u,r@u,)@ ... @(u,r@u,)=(u,r@u,)@ 
(u2 6 u2) @ . . . @ (up 8 a,,) since r acts trivially on V,, . . . . VP. Thus 
@AH Ml IZCHJ is a sum of copies of the irreducible constituent of VIZ(H). 
Furthermore dim,(Ml@‘AH) = dim,(M)‘A’A” = IH,:Z(H,)IiA’A1i’2 = 
IH:ZW)I ‘I*. By the lemma we have Ml @‘AH(H~ VI,. Now as I/ is the 
unique extension of VI H to G we have MJ @AH z I’. 
As M is an irreducible A, H-module we obtain O,(A , H/Ker(A, H on 
M)) = 1. Thus the inductive hypothesis assures that A4 contains a regular 
A ,/Ker(A , on M)-orbit. Let m be a representative of such an orbit Q, . 
Take O#~EC,(A,). 
Suppose first thast p = 2 and A is C, \ C,-free. Put Q = 52, u (w}. Now 
A, is normal in A and A, acts on 52 with a regular orbit and some other 
orbit. Consider the action of A on OA=Q@l xQ@u,x ... xQ@ua,. By 
Proposition 1.6(5) of [lo] we have that QA contains a regular A-orbit 
(u10 a,, . . . . up 0 up). Now we show that (~,@a,)@ .+. @(~,@a~) 
generates a regular A-orbit on Ml @AH It suffices to show that if U, u E Q . 
then there is not any element x E A 1 sending u to lu for ,? # 1. Clearly, if 
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this is possible, then 0, U, ;lu f Jz, . Now there exists y E A i with uY = lu. As 
char(f0 = p and A 1 is a p-group this is impossible. 
Now suppose that p is odd. Consider vi = (m@ 1) @ . . . @(m Q a,) and 
v,=(m@1)@(w@a2)@ ..*~(w~~~)andu=u~+~~.Wewillshowthat 
o generates a regular A-orbit. Let O=~~~~, t ... cM~=C&A,)C 
M k+l c .’ _ c M, = M be a composition chain of the A,-module A4 
Suppose that rn~M~-&f~-,. Clearly i>k. Now m”EmfM,-, if SEA,. 
We may obtain a basis of M as a K-vector space completing first (w) to 
a basis of MiP, and completing this to a basis of M, B= {b,, . . . . 6,) 
containing m. Now { (bi, @a,) @ . .. 0 (b@ ap) 1 b, E B} is a basis of 
MI . @AH Suppose that 1 # a E A fixes U. If a fixes o1 then clearly a permutes 
the factors of MjBA“ and thus vZ is not centralized by a, a contradiction. 
Hence 0: # o1 and the coefficient of the element z+, = (m @ 1) @ ... @ 
(b/Bad)63 . f. 0 (m 0 up) in the expression of Y; as a linear combination of 
the elements of B is nonzero for some d and hi E Mi , . As w E C,(A , ) and 
p> 2 clearly the coefficient of u0 in 0:: is 0. Now (ui + u,)“#v, + v2, a 
contradiction. 
(9) Contradiction. 
ProoJ: Every normal abelian subgroup of A is cyclic by (8). Now A is 
cyclic or generalized quaternion. If XE A is of order p then taking 
v E I/- C,(x) we have that v generates a regular A-orbit, a contradiction 
which finishes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let G be a solvable group and H/K a chieffactor of G. 
If A is a p-subgroup of G acting faithfully on H/K then H/K contains a 
regular A-orbit provided that A is C, 2 C,-free ifp is either 2 or a Mersenne 
prime. 
Proof: If H/K is not a p-group, then [7] applies. Hence we may assume 
that H/K is a p-group. In this case clearly O,(G/Ker(G on H/K)) = 1. Now 
the theorem applies to G = G/Ker(G on H/K) acting on H/K. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a (soivabze) group of odd order and let A be 
a p-subgroup of G, p a prime. Then A has a regular orbit on each chieffactor 
of G on which it acts faithfully. 
Proof: Let H/K be a chief factor of G acted faithfully by A. If it is 
p-elementary abelian, then the theorem applies. If not, then Gow’s theorem 
(see 2.6 of [S]) applies. 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let A be an elementary abelian p-group of order p*. 
Then there exists a faithful GF(p) A-module on which A does not have any 
regular orbit. 
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Take V=C,xC,xC,=(u,)~(~~)~(~~)andA=(a)x(b).Define 
v;=v;=v,, v;=v2+v3, l+v2, v’; = v3, v~=v3+v,. Now if l#x~A, 
then IC,(x)l=p2, and if A= (x,y), then C,(x)nC,(y)=(v,). Thus 
IU l+xeACY(~)I =(p+l)(p2-p)+p=p3= IV]. The result is clear. 
(2) The theorem is false if A involves C, t C,. 
Take the group G = C, 2 C, and A E S,(G). Clearly A = C2 z CZ. If p is a 
faithful representation of EC, on V, N C2 x CZ, then p may be extended to 
a representation of C, x Z3, the second factor acting trivially. Now pG is a 
faithful representation of G on V = V, x V, N (C,)“. Take v0 E C,, (NA( V,)) 
and v1 E 5 - G,UWW. Now (0, Oh (voy Oh h O), (vo, vo), (vo, 4 
and (v,, v,) are representatives of the A-orbits of V. Clearly there is not 
any regular orbit. 
(3) The theorem is false if A is supersolvable. 
Take V ‘v C, x C3 x C,. Now V is isomorphic to the additive group of 
the field GF(33). As Gal(GF(33):GF(3))@GF(33)* acts on GF(33)+, we 
may obtain a faithful representation of A = C3 @ C,, acting on V. As 
I VI < IAl, clearly V does not contain any regular orbit. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
We use our result to obtain some information about fixed point free 
automorphism groups in a noncoprime situation. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a solvable group and let A be a p-subgroup 
of G normalizing a Hall p’mbgroup of G and C, \ C,-free if p is a Mersenne 
prime or 2. Let V be a KG-module on which A acts fixed point freely. 
Suppose that V= WG, where W is an M-module, M being a maximal 
subgroup of G. Then cA(G/COreG(M)) # 1. 
Proof. Put K= core,(M). Let H/K be a chief factor of G. Now 
G=MH, MnH=K. Put X/K=C,,, (H/K). Observe that X is normal in 
G. Suppose first that X # M. If r is the prime divisor of the order of H/K, 
then consider T/X = O,.(M/X). Now TH/X = O,,.(G/X). Hence M/X = 
Ncjx( T/X) and T/X is a Hall r/-subgroup of O,,(G/X). If r # p, then it is 
clear that A normalizes a Hall r’-subgroup of G. If r = p, then the assump- 
tions assure this fact. Thus A normalizes a Hall r’-subgroup of O,,.(G/X). 
Hence we have that (AX)* < M for some gE G. Replacing M by some 
conjugate we may suppose that A GM. 
By Corollary 1.1 we have that H/K contains a regular A/C,(H/K)-orbit. 
Let x0 E H be such that x,K generates uch an orbit and let {xi I i = 0, . . . . t} 
be coset representatives for MxA in G with xi E H for all i. We may suppose 
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that some xi is 1. Next we show that C,(x,K) = APn A. Take a E M”‘n A. 
Then [a, x; ‘I= a-la”; ’ E AMn H= Mn H = K. The reverse inclusion is 
obvious. By Mackey, we have 
Now C,(x,K)=C,(H/K). As VI,, 3 l,, then the module x;‘@ 
WI CA(H,Kj does not contain the trivial one. Hence C,(H/K) # 1 and clearly 
C A n M( H/K) # 1 since A < 44. 
If X=M then VI,? WIAnM IA by Mackey and AnMfl. As A 
centralizes H/K we have CA n ,&H/K) # 1 again. Then, putting 
N = CA n ,WIK)~ we have N # 1 in any case. Now [N, G] < M. As [N, G] 
is normal in G, then [N, G] <K and the result follows. 
We prove now a result of Hall-Higman type relating a Sylow 
p-subgroup of a solvable group with the p-upper series of the group. More 
precisely, we bound the p-length of G in terms of the largest degree of an 
irreducible complex character of a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let P be a p-group, p odd. Put b(P) = 
max{ Y(l)1 Y~lrr(P)}. A ssume that P E S,(G), where G is a solvable group. 
Then 
IP:Pn O,,(G)1 = lG/Oprp(G)l, < b(P). 
Proof Consider G = G/O,,JG) acting on the GF(p)-module W= 
{YE Irr(O,~,(GYT), h w ere T/O,.,(G)= @(O,,(G)/O,.(G)). Now e acts 
faithfully on W and O,(G) = 1. By the theorem, there exists IZE W 
generating a regular p-orbit, where P is the image of P in G. Consider 
PT/T. Clearly PTa O,,,J G). Now ZpTIT(IZ) = O,,JG)/T. Hence the charac- 
ter induced by ,I to PT/T is irreducible and its degree is IP: Pn O,.,,JG)I, 
thus b(P)>b(PT/T)d IP:PnO,,JG)I. 
Our third application is also of Hall-Higman type. We bound the order 
of the abelian subgroups of a Sylow p-subgroup of the solvable group G in 
terms of the order of the Sylow p-subgroup of O,,(G). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a solvable group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G, 
and PO = P n O,J G). Zf A is an abelian subgroup of P, then I A 1 < I PO1 .
Proof: Observe that, for p odd, the result is an easy consequence of 
Proposition 2.2 because the degree of an irreducible character does not 
exceed the index of an abelian subgroup. 
We give a proof which works for every prime p. Put H = AO,,p,,,(G). 
Then O,.,(H) = O,.,(G). Now the argument of Proposition 2.2 yields 
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1 E Irr(AP,) with A( 1) = IAPO:P,j since A is C2 < C,-free and AP, E S,,(H). 
The remark of the preceding paragraph yields that I APO: PO1 < l.4Po : A I. 
Thus J A I < (PO1 as desired. 
Remark. As P,, may be abelian, the bound of Proposition 2.3 may be 
attained. Furthermore P, is not a characteristic subgroup of P in general 
and hence it is possible to have abelian subgroups A of P with IAl = I P,J 
and A#PO. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a primitive solvable group and suppose that 
F(G) is a p-group. Take PE S,(G). If A <P is abelian then IAJ 6 IF(G)]. If 
in additionp is odd then b(P)=max{!P(l)IY~Irr(P)}=IG:F(G)I,. 
Proof It is well known that F(G) = O,.,(G) is an elementary abelian 
p-group. Now the first assertion is a consequence of Proposition 2.3. 
Proposition 2.2 yields that b(P) > IG : F(G)Ip. As F(G) is an abelian 
subgroup of P the reverse inequality is clear. 
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